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Sticks and Tissue No 79 – June 2013 

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to or phone 01202 

625825      JamesIParry@talktalk.net  

 
The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s “as I put it in and receive”. 

 

Thanks to Mark Venter back issues are available for download from  

http://www.cmac.net.nz 

 

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the compiler/publisher of 

Sticks and Tissue. 

 
Brian Cox and his Electra  “A good sling and it’s away” 
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Mick Farthing 1947 Lightweight Glider from Andy Burston 
 

I first saw this model fly as a teenager in Melbourne in 1948 and it remained – tucked away in my memory – 

until I discovered a copy of the original Aeromodeller plan. This discovery coincided with a report in the US 

on-line magazine RC Micro World on how to enlarge plans using ‘tiling’ in Adobe. After the rather tedious 

process of printing and pasting together of 16 A4 sized sheets of paper, I ended up with an accurate copy of 

the original plan. 

My aim was to build a light slope-soaring glider. As our slope is quite rough and rocky, I decided to 

strengthen the model by adding 4 extra internal stringers, a slightly stronger tailplane and a couple of light 

wing spars. Alas! I forgot the law of the lever, which was made more telling by the extremely long tail 

moment of this plane. The airframe, together with light radio gear, weighed a respectable [so I thought] 

179g. However, 56g of battery and 117g of nose weight brought the total to 352g, or 12.3 oz. 

Test glides showed that it had an abysmal glide, so I didn’t bother any more. I saved the wing and designed 

a more modern glider around it, using parameters suggested by George Stringwell. This has resulted in a 

model weighing 197g [7 oz] which includes 56g of battery. 

So far not flown, but I’m sure it will be a success. 

I enjoyed building the original and nearly cried when I had to destroy most of it, as we live in a one-

bedroom flat and a wardrobe in the garage provides my only model storage. 
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From Peter Scott 
  

Today was a perfect evening for flying – at exactly the same spot where I was flying 50 years ago. This 

evening my Kangette (5 years old and now with a Mills .75) was a sight to behold, and on a full tank just 

flies around and around in tight circles, a bit like those wireless-controlled jobs. 

I'm delighted to report that I was able to take my own photos, although some of them have a slightly soft-

focus appearance due to a diesel thumb-print on the lens. 

For anyone planning to build a Kangette, Ernst Schlachter used photos and dimensions from various 

Bowden books to produce some drawings many years ago (also attached, with some fascinating archive 

material), but didn’t show the C.G., which is just behind the top main spar, in line with the L.E. of the lower 

wing. And use about fifteen degrees of side-thrust ! 

I’m currently building a slightly larger, Atom spark ign-powered version (just like the original); I’ll keep 

you posted. 

Long live Vintage ! 

(Sorry I couldn’t reproduce as file was far too big and reducing size made them unreadable JP) 
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Kling Tailless glider by P C Koorn from Model Aircraft January 1951 
 

Dutch designers such as J. Van Hattum Meevis and others have since the second world war carried out a 

large number of experiments with concave sections on tailless models and they have been found to be very 
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satisfactory when combined with pronounced sweep-back. Fairly small angles of washout were found to be 

necessary and a good many of the stability problems were thus solved. The use of small tip fins improved 

directional stability as the sweep-back brought them well behind the c.g. position. 

Kling was one of the most successful of the number of tailless designs developed by the writer and is a 

thoroughly well tried and proved design. It has been flown in all types of weather conditions and has shown 

that it is capable of standing up to hard usage. The prototype has made many flights of long duration 

including flights of 2 min. 53 sec. in Lyons, 2 min. I 5 sec. in the Dutch Nationals Eliminators, 3 min. 10 sec 

in the Thomas Cup Contest, an important event in which it placed second, and 3 min. 43 sec. to break the 

Antwerp Club record, all flights being made from 150 ft. line. 

Construction 

The first step is to cut out all the wing ribs from 1/8 in. sheet medium balsa, except the two centre ribs 

which are cut from 1/8 in. plywood. The mainspars are of 3/16 in. sq. hard balsa and must be laminated to 

obtain the length required. Great care should be taken over this joint, which should be pre-cemented before 

finally gluing together and the splice should be approximately 2 1/2 in. long. When dry the spars should be 

tapered to 1/8 in. depth at the tips.  

Slot ribs 1, 2 and 3 for the ply tongue in the port wing panel and ribs 1 and 2 for the tongue box on the 

starboard side. The notches for the ribs should now be filed or cut in the leading and trailing edges. 

Commence building by pinning the bottom mainspar down on to the plan over the building board in the 

usual way and cement into place only ribs 1 – 18 at this stage. Now insert the top mainspar and cement the 

leading and trailing edges into position. Make the laminated wing tips on the plan and cement into place 

before cementing the remaining ribs to the mainspars. The centre-section can now be made. Insert fillets 

where indicated on the plan and cement into position the ply tongue. Make the 1/16 in. balsa tongue box a 

good fit on the tongue and cement into the starboard panel as shown. The ballast box can now be completed 

and the forward section of the wing covered with 1/16 in. sheet balsa. 

The wire tow-hook is threaded through the ply centre rib and bound 

and glued into place. Glue the paper tubes and their fillets into 

position at rib 22. 

Leave the wing to dry thoroughly before sanding to a smooth finish. It 

is important to note at this point that the two wing halves must weigh 

exactly the same when completed and it is advisable to check this now 

and again after covering and finishing. The leading edge sheeting 

should now be given two coats of clear dope, sanding between each 

coat, before the covering is applied. On the original, rag tissue was 

used for the covering, but Modelspan could be used instead if desired. 

The model should be given four coats of clear glider dope and pinned 

down whilst drying, the trailing edge being packed up from rib 20 to 

the tip. Two coats of coloured dope can be applied to the sheeted 

portions of the wing. The colour scheme of red, white and black 

which was used on the prototype provides a very attractive finish. 

Trimming 

When completed the model should balance under the trailing edge 

when supported under ribs 4-5. The exact c.g. position should be 

ascertained by hand-launching, preferably over long grass, and by 

adding small amounts of weight in the ballast box as necessary. No difficulty should be experienced with 

tow launching Kiing as it is a very stable model and as steady as a rock on the line. It can be tow launched 

quite fast and has a very steep climb. 

 

From Peter Tindal  
I am in contact with Wynn Paul in the States who is doing a definitive history of Cl aerobatics and is looking 

for a photo of Pete Russell's 334G but not the pic that is in Ron's Cl handbook which he already has. The 

model doesn't have to be the original but it would help if it was. Could you please ask your readers who 

could contact me on  pete.tindal@gmail.com 

    

mailto:pete.tindal@gmail.com
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From Bill Wells 
                          Just a quick follow up to my article in Sticks and Tissue 77 on the Peter Fisher Cat Bird. I 

have now had the opportunity to fly the model with the engine actually running at full chat unlike the first 

flight where the engine wasn’t running at it’s best and the weather was ridiculously cold and damp. I started 

with a 9x4 Kavan prop to get the feel of things. As the model has very good line tension I tried a few loops 

but disappointingly the line tension falls off dramatically which caused a bit of concern. Looking at the 

model I can not see any obvious reason for this, the wing doesn’t appear to be warped perhaps a bit of 

engine offset would help. Wing overs are not a problem or flying at height so what is going on? Anyway I 

then went to an 8.5x6 APC prop and things improved speed wise and the line tension increased yet again 

although loops were still uncomfortable! Speed ranged from 45-49 mph with the Kavan prop and 53-58 mph 

with the APC. Apart from replacing the fuel tank the elevator hinges and cleaning up the front end, the 

structure and covering is original and may be quite old. About four laps before the fuel runs out the engine 

intermittently stutters on sucking up the last dregs of fuel. It is quite amazing how the model floats on that 

big thick wing once the engine has stopped so the landings are quite slow and with my big wheels the model 

remains upright despite our rough grass field. 
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                          I have just received an e-mail from one of my mates saying if Sticks and Tissue gets to hear 

about the model I been seen flying I will never be allowed to write for them again! Oh the Shame of it all! I 

tried to point out that the model had the word ‘STICK’ in it’s name but he would have none of it! Well I 

think it was back in November 2011 issue 60 that I explained that I won the lucky draw on a £3 entrance 

ticket at a Bring and Buy Auction. The prize was an Xtreme Stick ARTF low wing aerobatic all singing and 

dancing model. Not really my scene but being a miserable money pinching Pensioner I was always told 

‘Never Look a Gift Model in the Cowling’. I actually put it on one side because I was building a Chubby 

and trying to sort out the vagaries of my Sun Duster after which I got round to the assembly of the Stick. 

Some of the control snakes and fittings left a bit to be desired, some just didn’t fit and the flying surfaces 

were somewhat warped. Otherwise for a £3 ARTF not too bad a deal! The ideal engine seemed to be a 

1970s Super Tigre 40 which was looking for a model. For some strange reason the little ole woman in China 

who makes these models fitted the motor mounting well above tank height so the fuel is always running 

back from the carburettor this alone makes starting and finding the setting for the engine difficult. What I 

should have done was set the Tigre up on a test bench before putting it in the model. Isn’t hindsight a 

wonderful thing? Although the engine started easily I just couldn’t get it to accelerate reliably. At the end of 

2012 I was lucky enough to purchase an OS LA40 at Auction for £16-52, no box, no papers but a very good 

runner. To help with the C of G I perched the engine well forward on the engine mount. Even then I had to 

use the big metal spinner (supplied in the kit) to get the C of G within limits. I am not impressed with the 

elevator or tailplane which are definitely warped and refuse to straighten out with the application of heat to 

the covering while twisting them straight! 

                  The big day came to fly the Stick so down to the strip with nobody around everything working 

OK plenty of room to land back on. I then opened the throttle and unleashed powers over which I had almost 

no control. The model was airborne very quickly but turning left. I applied right aileron, bad move the roll 

rate was extremely high, left aileron to correct, trees ahead managed to get above them and with very 

delicate use of aileron got it round to finals. Throttled back then lost it in pitch, over corrected and 

accidentally applied aileron. Sorted that out and settled for a landing anywhere my side of the hedge!! That 

was a bit of a shaky do, having got back to breathing again, I apparently uttered a few Anglo Saxon words 

between breaths and a passing Lady Dog Walker was then seen making notes in her little black book. No 

doubt I will hear from the Playing fields action group in due course! 

                Well that was the first and very nearly the last flight for the Stick. I turned the rates well down and 

subsequent flights have been much tamer but it is one of those models that requires 100% concentration no 

looking away, having a sandwich or reading a book as with say a Junior 60. The down side is I didn’t make 

the model! Well you see it’s like this if I start with a plan and gradually bring a model together and then 

spend time solving building and flying problems it really does give me a buzz which I am sorry to say I do 

not get with ARTFs. Each to his own and a model is a model. Someone pointed out that with a bit thought I 

might well have been able to mount the engine side winder fashion using the existing bulkhead bolt holes. 

This may have meant slightly less prop clearance but much less draw height for the fuel which would have 

helped with the initial starting and setting up problems. I had to admit I had not really thought of that but it 

sounds a good idea. 

Spec for the Stick wing span 60½ inches length 47 inches weight 4lbs 11¼ oz Engine OS Max 40 LA. 

Back to proper models next month!! 
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From David Turner 
 

Link to a short video of our Shereshaw Commodore undergoing its first few flights. We intend to use the 

model as a tug for vintage gliders. Engine is old-type OS .91. 

It's Dave Bell's aeroplane, though he is letting me fly it as tug pilot.  I think that the builder was one Jack 

Lee, from the Coventry area. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLjuhW8fZ3c&feature=player_embedded 

 

A short video depicting Dave Bell's Dreamweaver during some of its early flights. 

The model flew away at the FF Nats ... finished up in Corby Glen, with not a scratch on it.  

He'd forgotten to initiate the DT mechanism, in his haste to launch the model. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcO-x1foZQE 

 

Just knocked up a quick video which may interest some of the old geezers ... How to create your own 

accurate stripwood; any size, any angle. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=fDceNzNlkeE#! 

 

Short video which gives the flavour of FF at Beverley. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9xt5pSn7Xg 

 

 

 

 

From G J Bryant 
 

I was very interested to see the reproduction of the 1961 Aeromodeller article and plan re: Kjell Rosenlund's 

FAI team-racer Miss FAI III in the latest issue of your magazine. 

I flew FAI team-race from around 1963 to 1983, with some modest success. Miss FAI III  was and is one of 

my favourite models, and certainly one of the most beautiful FAI racers ever designed. I sent for the plan as 

a keen but clueless 16 year-old. It was utterly beyond me. The construction of the wing was an impossibility 

for a start, as far as I was concerned, and getting hold of a motor pan, bending an undercart from sheet 

spring steel, and even obtaining an Oliver Tiger were out of the question. I had the plan pinned to the wall of 

my bedroom-cum-modelling-room for years, and could only look at it and dream. My friend did build a 

'simplified' Miss FAI III for a Super Tigre diesel, but it didn't fly well and inevitably pranged. Looking back, 

I'm certain that the sheet-covered wing was warped. Studying the plan now, 52 years later, I would be hard-

put to build in the required wash-in; in fact, my one and only FAI racer with a built-up, sheet-covered wing 

was a failure due, almost certainly, to warps and lack of stiffness. I'm too knackered for team-race piloting 

these days, otherwise I'd be very tempted to have a go at a Miss FAI III for the Barton Classic team-race 

event, even though obtaining a suitable pan these days is just as difficult, or even more so, than in 1961. I 

did see Rosenlund compete at a Criterium d'Europe, 1963 or 1965, can't remember exactly, but the model he 

flew then lacked the sheer grace of Miss FAI III,  and I think the Oliver Mk III had been replaced by a Super 

Tigre G20D. 

 

Two other racers from years back that I always admired were the Drazek Orion, one of which I did build for 

an ETA 15 Mk 2, and it was a great aeroplane to fly, and the Paul Bugl Moskito, which at the time was a 

serious departure from how team-racers should be, with its formed sheet aluminium cowl and turned nose-

cone, its full-length magnesium crutch, and its pod-and-boom configuration. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLjuhW8fZ3c&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcO-x1foZQE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=fDceNzNlkeE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9xt5pSn7Xg
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Miss Flighty 40 ½ inch novel sports radio design for .8 cc by J Roberts from Aero Modeller June 1967 

 

Those who like the unconventional will find Miss Flighty is one of the most reliable eye-brow raisers yet. 

Originally inspired by Ray Malmstrom’s Miss Flighty “Wings Club” 16 1/2- in. span rubber design in May 

1964 Model Aircraft, she is 40 1/2-in. wingspan and steered by single channel radio control. 

After an active life of over 100 flights, the prototype has retired to become a model shop exhibit in 

Cantonment, Florida, the designer’s home town. 

The fuselage is basically a box with 1/8 in. x 1 1/4 in. sheet sides joined by 3/32 in. balsa formers and 

bulkheads of 3/32 in. plywood. First cut half formers (6 off) and ply 

bulkheads (2 off).  Drill bolt holes for radially mounting the engine of 

your choice, “side-winder” style. A  3/4 to 1 oz. tank should be 

attached to the bulkhead and mounting bolt holes for it should be 

located to starboard. Note that the centre line of the engine on the 

bulkhead is high due to the large amount of downthrust required. 

Mount the escapement and the undercarriage onto the plywood centre 

bulkhead, “sewing” the undercarriage wire in place and coating 

liberally with Araldite.  Add formers to top and bottom of 1 1/4 x 1/8 

in. side sheets, supporting them with the 3/16 in. square balsa 

stringer, top, and the  ¼ in. square balsa stringer, on the bottom. 

Install the torque rod. 

Cover the top with two sheets of 1/16 in.  3 in. the join falling 

directly on the 3/16 in. sq. stringer: 

Working from the open bottom, add the framing for the hatch 

between bulkheads, then cut hatch doors out from inside of fuselage, then sheet lower fuselage. Shape the 1 

1/4 x 1/2in. x  soft balsa side fairings by cutting to fit lower wing surface. Be precise, as this cut determines 

wing incidence. Tack cement the side fairings in place (to be removed later). Laminate cowl from three 

layers of 1/2 in. medium hard sheet using PVA adhesive.  While drying, prepare 3/16 in. sheet covering for 

rear of the fuselage by making cut-out, for 16 s.w.g. winding hook, and plug for rubber access. Tack cement 

the cowl in place. Using sandpaper, sharp knife and razor plane, carve the cowl, side fairings, and rear end to 

contours shown only temporarily tacked in place. Remove cowl and side fairings. Hollow out to a wall 

thickness of 1/8 to 3/16 in. for lightness. Sand cowl interior smooth and rub in PVA glue with your finger. 

Glue cowl and front part of side fairings (with cut-out to shape of wing root, at angle as in plan, back to 

lower trailing edge) in place permanently, using PVA glue at wing attachment area. 

Cut out the cockpit, hinge the hatches with cloth tape and rubber bands to snap shut. Carve head-rests (right 

and left) hollow, and cement in place. Make vertical fins as shown, spar and “ribs” are made of 3/16 in. sq. 

balsa tapered to feather edge at tips as shown on plan. Note that the fin is made up of four pieces of 3/16 in. 

medium balsa sheet with the grain direction as shown to minimise warping. Install its torque rod bearing 

tube, cementing thoroughly through lower fin. Add 1/4 in, sheet tailplane support to the top of fin, the grain 

running span-wise, and set aside to dry. 

Cut the tailplane from medium 1/8 in. sheet, with grain directions as shown, to prevent warps. Pin or weight 

tailplane flat on the building board, then pin the fin upside down on the tailplane, making sure that it is true 

and square, then cement very securely. Build wings flat on board in the conventional manner, incorporating 

the sheet covering at the roof ribs, the dihedral braces, and the 3/32 in. sheet gussets. When wings are 

complete, sand smooth, apply three coats of dope, sand 

lightly between coats, then cover with lightweight silk or 

heavyweight tissue. Fit the wings to the fuselage using 

the front part of the side fairings to locate the wings 

bottom surfaces. Coat the root ribs liberally with PVA 

glue, pin wings in place on the open area cut from front 

fairing and block up the wing-tips for the dihedral 

dimension. When set, trim and fit rear part of the side 

fairings very securely and snug fitted to top surface of the 

wing roots, then cement in place. 
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Fit the tail assembly to the rear of the fuselage, taking care that the torque rod fits its bearing with absolutely 

no binding. It is better to be a little sloppy than too tight. Solder a small washer on the torque rod to prevent 

it sliding back and forth. Now make, (but do not install yet) the rudder of 1/8 in. medium balsa sheet. Give 

entire model at least two coats of clear dope, sand lightly between coats. Dope a covering of light weight 

tissue onto the fuselage, fin, and tailplane. When dry, give two more brushed-on coats of clear dope, sanded 

lightly between coats, and add colourtrim to taste. 

Fit wheels, tank, engine with silencer, and add the radio gear. A pack of three 225 DEAC’s located right 

behind the bulkhead, a switch and charging jack in the bottom of the escapement compartment, with the 

receiver in the open cockpit, is how installation was arranged in the original. 

The C.G. is not critical but should be near position shown. If not, ballast should be easy to locate, with all 

the space available. 

The good lady’s curvaceous lines will accept all kinds of single channel radio control gear and we’re 

sure you’ll enjoy Miss Flighty for local field flying. 

 

PANDAS Single-Channel & Retro R/C Fly-In, 16th June 2013 - Phil 
  

Hello again button pushers, just a quick thank-you for all the support we had for the Pontefract PANDAS 

Single Channel event, those who couldn’t make it missed a real treat!  What a fantastic day! There was a 

slight breeze early in the day which had disappeared by noon and we had some long-awaited perfect 

conditions, almost no wind and lovely sunshine for the rest of the day! 

We counted 120 models, and 80+ visitors of which 42 signed in for flying - our best result yet! 

It was interesting to note that this year there was an abundance of what you'd call proper, traditional S/C 

designs as well as the popular converted FF and vintage models, the enthusiasts amongst us are clearly very 

passionate about their sport!  We also saw a greater variety of equipment used - some using a single function 

of a modern propo set, one using an original 27mhz AM S/C set, a solitary World Engines 35mhz S/C FM 

set, lots of 2.4g S/C sets, one homebrew S/C using an NE5044 and a Corona module in an OXO gravy tin! 

Shortly after we'd set up the site, there was an unmistakeable waft of bacon drifting across the patch thanks 

to Geoff & Rhona who kept the BBQ sizzling all day, feeding the masses with burgers, sausages and Bill's 

home-made corned-beef hash pies which were scrummy!  And where else in Yorkshire would you find free 

tea and cofee all day? 

We owe a huge thank you to the PANDAS club members who did all the hard work to make the day run so 

smoothly, but most of all to the hoards of Single Channel, Retro & Vintage R/C flyers who turned it into a 

record breaking event and made it hugely rewarding for ourselves. 

I've made up a video montage, a collection of clips from the day, its a bit of a hasty edit and hardly does the 

day justice but will give you a taste of what was an outstanding event - and I'm hoping for more video to 

come from other flyers. 

Watch for Neil winding his Elmic escapement, three Mercury Galahads in formation, Shauns Veron Sky-

Skooter which was actually built and signed by the designer Phil Smith, Terry's gull-winged Boomer Bus, 

Phil Kent's one-wheel-then-the-other touch-and-goes, the homebrew OXO tin S/C propo transmitter, and 

lots of button-pushing!    Click here for the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYRWDH-ekKo 

I'm also hoping we can pool photos as there were a lot of people with cameras there and I never take 

enough, or I miss something vital! 

Theres also lots of related discussion and photos on RCMF under the heading "Golden Age, vintage and 

antique RC", link here: http://www.rcmf.co.uk/4um/index.php/board,319.0.html 

The prizegiving is always a very light-hearted affair, with mugs and bottles of wine awarded for spot-

landing, concours, and so on, but this year we had a very special prize indeed.  Andrew and Jill Boddington, 

son and wife of the sadly departed David Boddington, donated one of the Boddo Mills CS diesel engines. 

This is a real jewel, but Andrew insisted that it should be put to use rather than collected (or, heaven forbid, 

ebay'ed!).  As you all know we're very much in favour of 'use it for its intended purpose' and we were 

thrilled to award the prize to Neil Kendall, who not only flew a Diamond Demon using original 27Mhz 

Macgregor single-channel gear with an Elmic Compact escapement, but flew it very well and almost took 

the spot-landing too!    To be truthful - the award wasnt straightforward at all - we had a tie between Neil 

and his S/C Diamond Demon, and Alex Calderhead's DB Tyro, powered by a PAW 09 and having an Elmic 
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Commander escapement driven by 2.4g S/C radio.  Both models were very well flown, well presented and 

reliable flyers, and so in the event a flip of the coin made the decision for us - to Neil’s elation, whilst Alex 

took a bottle of wine as a consolation to drown his sorrow! 

Already plans are afoot for next year, we're going to try a change of date in an attempt to avoid a clash with 

national events, and we're also considering a second event later this year. No promises, but if we can, we 

will!  Shaun has suggested a glider slot, and also a novelty or unorthodox section for the less-conventional 

models of the period - remember the flying washboard? So, a fantastic day was had by all, many thanks for 

your support and we look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the next one!   
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Omega by D Aldridge from Aero 

Modeller January 1956 
 

Omega Winner of “Queen Elizabeth” cup 

1955 is the  A/2 model becoming 

too complicated ? This ultra simple 

approach scored top points at the 

Northern Heights Gala & club events 

This model was designed early in 1954, 

primarily as an open contest glider. The 

emphasis was placed on simplicity of 

lines and construction, cutting down both 

building time and cost. Even so the model 

had to be rugged enough to take hard 

knocks,—which it has done on many 

occasions. 

During the ‘54 season this model flew 

consistently well and won for the 

Letchworth Club’s “Open Glider 

Competition” which consists of three 

rounds, three flights per round. This 

success owed a lot to the towline stability 

of the model. Even in windy  weather 

Omega could be relied upon to tow 

straight without any undue effort on part 

of the flier. After the season had ended, it 

was decided to ballast the model with a 

view of flying in A/2 comps. 

Wing area was already just above the 

minimum permitted and so no alteration 

was made to the wings at this point. 

Early in ‘55 a new model was built, this 

time with increased wing area and with a 

stronger, heavier fuselage to make up for 

some of the ballast on previous models. 

This model was entered for our club open 

glider comp. and in the two rounds 

enabled Don be slightly in front of his 

nearest rival. After this round extra ballast 

was added to bring the model up to A/2 

weight, this appeared to 

make no difference to the flight pattern 

apart from increase in speed of glide. It 

was then decided to enter Omega for the 

“Queen’s Cup”—which it eventually 

won. This success was followed by 

winning the final round of the club’s 

Trophy in rainy weather. Thus clinching 

victory for second year running. 

Unfortunately during the following week, 

it was lost out of sight, owing to a faulty 

D/T and the model was never recovered. 

Construction of the model is quite 
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straightforward and only the fuselage requires a few points of instruction. A basic fuselage framework is 

built, afterwards covered with  1/16 in. sheet. Care should be taken over the position of towhook, which 

must be securely bound with nylon thread and smeared with a liberal coating of cement. The front ballast 

box should also be bound with a strip of nylon material to prevent it collapsing in the event of a hard 

landing. Underfin is made as per plan and then cemented in position. Hold a short length of brass tube 

against the fuselage bottom with a silk patch and bend the 18-gauge auto-rudder trigger so that it is an easy 

sliding fit. Adjustment of the amount-of rudder applied for the turn can be set by a small limiting block stuck 

to the in at the hinge line. 

The constant chord wing and tail surfaces are very simple to make, and the straight wing dihedral of 3 1/2 in. 

lift under each tip will be appreciated -

especially by modelling beginners. The 

original has been flown with, and without, 

the tip endplates; but performance improves 

when they are fitted—in calm weather. For 

robust all-weather flying the soft block tips 

are preferable. 

The fuselage should be given a coat -of grain 

filler and three coats of thinned -colour 

dope. Wings are covered in light weight 

Modelspan and given two coats of clear 

dope and one coat of banana oil. 

The tailplane has one coat of clear dope and one of banana oil. 

Make sure that the model balances -exactly on the designed C.G. position. Trim to turn to the left on the 

glide as after many experiments this proved the more favourable way with the original. 

 

From Brian Cox 
 

The Electra was built as an « all-weather » model and is half a pound heavier than Vic’s original! 

Finished 3 or 4 months ago (somehow, the word « Spring » doesn’t seem appropriate!). It has a couple of 

hours air time so far, without a scratch. I modified the undercarriage fixing method and I’m very pleased 

with the result. So far, the Electra has remained on its wheels through all my less than perfect landings. Take 

offs or hand launches are equally easy. 

The PAW 19RC TBR is perfect. Immediate hand starting,  reliable slow idle and throttling, all through the 

range, and plenty of power. 

 
Electra 
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Talk to the PAW 19 nicely 

 

 
And it starts first flick 

My Majestic Major first flew in 1988 (see photo at Old Warden). 

After a severe crash due to radio interference, which disturbed the undercarriage alignment, with consequent 

ground looping problems, I retired it in 1993. 

Recently, having successfully « relearned » to fly, I looked for ways to cure the Majestic Major ground 

looping. One of my (farming) neighbours came up with a real « Crocodile Dundee » wire bender, which is 

actually a tool used on building sites to adjust (bend or straighten) the steel rods used in reinforced concrete. 

Anyway, this fearsome weapon sorted out the Majestic Major undercarriage dead easy! 

So last week, 25 years after its first flight, and after 20 years of retirement being dragged around various 

garages and cellars, the Majestic Major flew again. Wonderful! 

On the Old Warden photo, there is another long-lasting model (particularly for North London vintage fans). 

The yellow model behind my MM is the Radio Queen of the late Ron Hughes (one of the very nice people 

that I only ever met at Old Warden). Now, the last time I saw dear Ron (Moulton), in 2009, Ron told me that 
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he thought Mick Wilshere was still flying the Ron Hughes Radio Queen, which must have been well over 20 

years old, and tissue covered!!! Happy days... 

 

 
Majestic Major Old Warden 1988 

 

 
Same Majestic Major 25 years on 

From Ted Tomlin 
 

An unflown Dactyl designed By Dennis Bryant 1965 powered by an OS40fs.might be flown this week, I 

took a fair while to build this model as I had to modify the fuselage to make access possible.   
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Further to the photos of my Dactyl Today I flew  the Delta.   After the take up and trimming was done by 

Rodger Perryman Assistant Chairman of our Exeter Club today.   The Take up was a little slow  but after a 

touch of up trim the model flew well mainly with the OS 40FS on half power it flew very smoothly and was 

unaffected by the strong winds and gusts at our site ,the approach was very controlled with a good flare and 

a  smooth landing.  I think it would make an first class trainer but perhaps the build time might put a few 

beginners off  Regards Ted Tomlin.  28 June 2013. 

 

From Martyn Pressnell 
 

Please visit our website: www.msp-plans.blogspot.com 
 

MSP PLANS PRESENTS  HISTORICAL NOTES FOR: 
 

NIGHT TRAIN MkII 
GEORGE FRENCH’S 1960 FAI POWER DURATION MODEL 

            
George with Night Train Mk II in 2005        Brian Yearley’s Night Train Mk II from MSP Plan in 2013 

 

In looking for the most outstanding power model of the Classic era there are many to choose from, taking 

account of performance, elegance and consistent achievement. My choice is the Night Train, one of the first 

designs to break away from the traditional diesel approach and to introduce the new variable incidence tail-

plane concept to tame the more powerful glow-ignition engines. Additionally, I counted its designer, George 

French, as a good friend and club-mate and watched his rise to international esteem with his Night Train 

series. 

http://www.msp-plans.blogspot.com/
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At that time power flying had become very popular, with entries in British competitions often counted in 

hundreds. In the 1950’s Great Britain had won the individual World Championship three times: Barry 

Wheeler in 1952, Mike Gaster in 1955 and Ron Draper in 1956. On the last occasion under the rules, three 

were declared joint winners; Draper, Posner and Conover, but in a fly-off to decide who should hold the cup, 

Draper won. On two of these occasions GB also took the Team Power Championship. For the 1958 season 

the FAI rules for international competition changed, introducing an increase in weight per cc of engine 

capacity. Thus a 2.5 cc engine required an AUW of 750 gm (26.5 oz) and a total maximum area of 37.5 

dcm
2
 (581 in

2
). The Night Train Mk I was designed to these new rules, but it had taken a lengthy period of 

continuous development for George to perfect the model. A de-ballasted and lightened version became 

known as the Open Train and the small ½ A Train was introduced in 1962, both flying very well without 

VIT. 

George French was born in 1925, the older son of a farming family of Laindon, Essex. His secondary 

education was completed in 1943 at the Palmers Endowed School for Boys at Grays. In 1943 he volunteered 

for aircrew and joined the RAFVR, via what was then known as a University Short Course taken at King’s 

College, Cambridge, entering the service proper in 1944. Having achieved just 12½ hours selection training 

on Tiger Moths, he was sent to the USA in early 1945 for pilot training. The end of the war prevented this 

taking place and by 1946 he was a civilian again. 

His interest in model flying was stimulated after the war years when he formed the Laindon Prop Spinners 

model club with friends who flew their models on the farm. It was some time before he became interested in 

competition flying and his first recorded success was with an Eliminator in 1954. George farmed with his 

brother Bert, who sometimes came to model flying events. George and his wife Margaret lived in their 

chalet bungalow close to the farm, his workshop being situated in a large heated shed at the farm. He would 

work into the small hours, when the only outside noise was that of steam trains speeding through the night 

on the mainline to London running through Laindon. This is where the Night Train name originated, a fitting 

and memorable name indeed. 

George was a modest and friendly person, a perfectionist by nature, polite and correct in manner. His models 

were always immaculate and built with precision. He depended much upon Margaret, for her encouragement 

and dedicated help. He was considered to be rather well turned out for model flying, sometimes sporting a 

bow tie. It reflected his attention to detail and his general outlook. In due course he was encouraged to join 

the larger and successful ‘Anglia’ club (later ‘Essex’), absorbing the free flight elements of the Chelmsford 

Club and the ‘Thameside’ club from Southend-on-Sea. These were a jolly bunch of friends who enjoyed 

George’s and Margaret’s hospitality, talking about design and model flying over farmhouse suppers. 

George had prepared an elegant new model for the Spitalgate Trials in 1956, using an Oliver Tiger engine. 

This was based upon the Eliminator scaled up for the 2.5 cc engine size and having rounded wing tips and a 

rolled balsa fuselage. Unfortunately he fluffed the launch of his fifth flight and the crash fractured the 

fuselage. Following field repairs he had to be content with seventh place. This was an important step on the 

learning curve, but in this highly competitive sport it was difficult for a newcomer to catch the leaders. 

However new design thoughts were emerging. 

A comment about these times written by George for Model Airplane News said, 

 

‘Just competing in such company and watching their scores build up until the climaxing round which 

decided who were to represent Great Britain at the World Champs, gave me the sort of excitement which no 

other flying had provided before. I knew that FAI power flying was for me. Building and flying FAI 

specification models appealed to me as a more challenging exercise than handling our open class models, 

much as I enjoyed this, and success would mean the highest of awards, a place on the National World 

Championships team’.                                 GRF. 

 

He tried the ‘Amazoom’ high thrust line design from the USA without much success. In 1957 George 

conceived and built a development model known as the ‘Nightmare’ the first of his models to use a variable 

incidence tail-plane (VIT). It ended its days on the railway at Laindon where it was hit by a train, 

precipitating the change of name. George had become well aware of the need for separate trim conditions to 

suit the power and glide phases of flight. Whilst he modestly does not claim to have originated the VIT 
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principle, there is indeed evidence that it was being developed independently by others at the same time. 

However his system was almost certainly the first to be seen in this country. 

For reference, the 1958 Aeromodeller Annual article by Hans Neelmeijer mentioned the use of a variable 

incidence wing on his 1956 Championship winning model. At much the same time Hank Cole in the USA 

was experimenting with a flapped model, and so was Andy Anderton in the UK, which exhibited the facility 

to pitch nose down into the glide phase, years before the ‘bunt’ became the norm with VIT. Vladimir Hajek 

of Czechoslovakia flew his model, Raketa 5a, into 4
th

 position in the 1955 World Championship using some 

unknown form of VIT. In 1959, using his model called Kasparek he became European Champion, the tail-

plane sitting upon a rocking lever mechanism. See Aeromodeller Annual 1960. 

In retrospect, the rule change for the 1958 season had the effect of bringing everyone to the starting line 

again and George was ready with a new model, the Night Train Mk I using a Super Tigre G 20, it being 

virtually the same as the ‘Nightmare’. Having developed the model quietly at home, its public performance 

brought immediate admiration. No longer with a tight spiral climb, the Night Train shot straight upwards for 

fifteen seconds with an almost instant motor stop, to flip off the top into a steady glide. This kind of flight 

path became the norm for power duration models, but we were seeing it for the first time and it was 

impressive. ‘Night Train Mk I’ was used in the Wigsley Trials of 1959 and went on to win the Queen 

Elizabeth Cup of 1960. A mechanical failure and premature D/T operation left George unplaced at the 1960 

Trials, causing some wry amusement to those lacking his innovative foresight. The World Championship 

flown at Cranfield in 1960 was remarkable in that five competitors were placed equal first, having made 17 

consecutive maximum flights, significantly none of these used VIT systems. 

In readiness for the 1960 Trials the ‘Night Train Mk II’ was prepared, but the trials were postponed until 

1961 due to unavailability of an airfield. His performance at the 1961 Barkston Heath trials was a highlight, 

where he romped into first place without needing to make his final flight. Unfortunately the Night Train Mk 

I was lost in standing crops in the first of these trials, recovered only after it had met a combine harvester, 

but the very successful ‘Night Train Mk II’ came into its own. George wants to record his undying gratitude 

to the late Peter Chinn, whose efforts to supply him with the OS Max Specials, the first of these very 

powerful engines to be seen in the U.K., made a very significant contribution to his early success with Night 

Train. They were fitted with a remote needle valve years before the company introduced it as standard. 

The model was sleek and well proportioned, the wing tips and tail-plane being covered in checker-board 

silk. Later versions used the Cox 15 Special engine, and eventually the Super Tigre G15. The mechanical 

system with its unique single lever tail-trigger, bent up from wire, allowing the tail plane to pivot about its 

leading edge, was now fully developed. Two separate timers were used, one provided pressure dump to cut 

the engine, auto-rudder, and VIT concurrently, whilst the second operated the dethermaliser (D/T) function, 

(multi-function timers were not available at that time).Uniquely pressure dump alone was sufficient to stop 

the O.S.Max-15 engine, but when the Cox TD 15 was introduced a further function, to strangle the fuel 

supply, was found to be necessary and was introduced. 

It was in the 1960/61 season that George became really established attaining his first international high 

placing at Leutkirch, W. Germany in 1961. He began travelling far and wide at home and abroad to the most 

important events, where he seemed guaranteed to win or place highly. He possessed a range of equally 

potent Ramrods, a design by Ron St Jean in the USA, for open and ½A events. An Inchworm A2 glider was 

also flown occasionally. A listing of George’s national places and international results, given below, makes 

impressive reading. It was not until the 1963 World Championships that a VIT equipped model was the 

winner, being the ‘Taltos’ design of Erno Frigyes of Hungary. This was followed in 1965 by Albert 

Dall’Oglio of Italy with his ‘A17’ design to firmly establish the VIT principle. The top model in the German 

trials of 1965 by Karlheinz Rieke is also reported as using VIT, reference Frank Zaic’s 1964-65 Year Book. 

The zenith of George’s model flying came then in the 1960’s when he flew for Great Britain in four World 

Championships, achieving top British place on each occasion. At Wiena-Neustadt in 1963 his model was 

credited with being ‘…..the highest climbing model on the field’. For these events the engine run was now 

limited to ten seconds. The performance of Night Train improved at each World Championships, 9
th

 in 1961, 

6
th

 in 1963 and 1965, and 2
nd

 in 1967. In this latter event Night Train Mk VII was used, equipped with a 

Super Tigre G15 mounted in an aluminium pan, the motor specially tuned by Kevin Lindsey, the 

international C/L speed record holder. It used a multi-function Seelig timer. In fact George conceded the 

World Championship to Hans Seelig of W. Germany having dropped just 20 seconds in the second fly-off 
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aiming for 5 minutes. The combined performances of French, Monks and Savini secured the Team World 

Championship for Great Britain in 1967. In the Team Trials of 1968 tuned pipes were in evidence in FAI 

power for the first time, but after a gallant effort George failed to qualify for the 1969 team (pipes were 

discontinued in 1970 and standard FAI fuel introduced).Throughout this period George shaped his own very 

thin propellers starting from Tru-Flite or Super-Aero wooden blanks. These were used up at a savage rate, 

but he maintains that the effort was vital to his successes. He always started his engines by hand, without a 

glove or a chicken stick. Often all that was necessary was to bounce the engine against the cylinder pressure, 

when it would fire and start. 

George continued to fly the Night Trains through to 1970 without further international success. Competing 

on the final occasion at Zell-am-See his model flew into the town and collided with power cables. In 1968 

he had become attracted to full-size flying, gaining his PPL at Biggin Hill. Inevitably it seems, George’s 

interest in competitive model flying began to wane, and he acquired a Jodel light aircraft. This was followed 

by the addition of a De Havilland Tiger Moth subsequently replaced by a B.A.Swallow, one of only a few 

airworthy machines in the country. He hangared these at the farm and was flying until recently from his 

private airstrip, lavishing the same care and attention on these historic aircraft that he had given to his 

models. George suffered a grievous bereavement when Margaret died in 1987. He retired from active 

business in 1993. 

Now at the age of eighty he has suffered from a heart condition, and has become resigned to not being able 

to fly his light aircraft again. Nevertheless he has taken up model flying once more in the radio-control field, 

building the attractive vintage Buccaneer ‘B’ Special. 

The final accolade and honour was bestowed upon George when Night Train Mk VII was chosen as FAI 

Power Model of the Year in 1971, by the National Free-Flight Symposium of America. 

In retrospect, power flying in the 1960’s was the golden years of the sport, with good numbers of national 

entrees into the events. It was a period which bridged from the spiral climbing diesel powered models to the 

high powered flight paths we see today, a period of intense development. Following that period interest 

levels began to decline. Notwithstanding the introduction of even higher powered engines with brakes, high 

aspect ratio machines built from carbon composites, the five second motor run with electronic timing and 

bunt transitions, and the geared motors of 2000 onwards, the decline has continued. But interest is reverting 

to models of the Classic era of the 1950’s and in a class known as Slow Open Power (SLOP), flown without 

mechanical gadgetry, also in R/C power duration events. 

 
At the 1961 Trials below, OS Max II-15 installation right. 

    
 

MSP Plan 

 

Aeromodeller of October 1961 published a good dimensioned sketch of Night Train Mk II. The Model 

Airplane News article of August 1969, by George, offers the best historical record of the long and 

painstaking development of the Night Train series, together with the plan of Night Train Mk VII drawn by 

Chris Foss.  
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The intention was to produce a plan based on the dimensioned sketch published by Aeromodeller. However 

in discussion with George, it was learned that he produced a plan of ‘Night Train Mk II’ himself, to meet the 

many requests he received after the 1961 World Championships. This has proved of considerable help in 

producing an authentic plan of this Classic power model, indeed the model remains intact in George’s loft to 

this day. The early Night Trains Mk I and Mk II had identical airframes, differing in their engines and the 

details of their respective mechanical systems, so that Night Train Mk II built in 1960 can be claimed as a 

1958 design, and indeed it relates closely to Nightmare of 1957, all firmly based in the Classic era of model 

flying. 

Night Train Mk II was a very fitting climax to that era, heralding the route into the popular but demanding 

period through the 1960’s, with international success for Great Britain and the Night Train. The MSP Plan 

shows the original form of the engine and VIT mechanical systems because of their historical interest, 

recognising that today’s builders may wish to update these. Night Train Mk II makes an attractive model for 

Classic power duration events, and suitably powered it could still cause eyebrows to be raised in Open 

Power and SLOP contests today. 

The plan was a pleasure to prepare, not an easy task, but giving insight into this complicated model and 

revealing the painstaking thought processes of its designer. MSP PLANS were very pleased to add it to our 

portfolio in 2005, and we acknowledge with pleasure the help and generous co-operation of George French 

in making this possible. 

Plan available by sending cheque £7.00 sterling (includes UK postage), or for overseas send local bank notes 

equivalent to £10.00 (includes overseas postage) to:  Martyn Pressnell, 1 Vitre Gardens, Lymington, SO41 

3NA 

Enquiries please email:  martyn.pressnell@btinternet.com 
 

  
Modified engine timer with fuel strangler lever                VIT and auto-rudder mechanism 
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Competitions: National Places and International Results 

 

1
st
 De Havilland Cup, Langley Airfield 1954 (Eliminator) 

7
th

 Team Trials 1956, RAF Spitalgate (Oliver Tiger modified) 

1
st
 Sir John Shelley Trophy, Nationals May 1959, RAF Scampton (Ramrod 440) 

2
nd

 Sir John Shelley Trophy, Nationals June 1960, RAF Scampton (Ramrod 600) 

1
st
 Queen Elizabeth Cup, Northern Heights Gala, June 1960 RAF Halton (Night Train Mk I, Oliver 

Tiger) 

1st 2
nd

 Team Trials, RAF Barkston Heath, July 1961(Night Train MkII, OS Special 15) 

9
th

 World Championships September 1961, Leutkirch, W. Germany (Night Train MkII, OS Special 

15) 

1
st
 Northern Area FAI, RAF Rufforth, October 1961 

 

7
th

 Sir John Shelly Trophy, Nationals June 1962, RAF Barkston Heath (Ramrod 750) 

3
rd

 ½ A Power, Northern Heights Gala, July 1962 

3
rd

  Open Power Hornchurch Rally, Chobham Common 1962 

2
nd

  S. Midland Rally, Cranfield, Septemeber 1962 

1
st
 Hayes Rally, Chobham Common, October 1962 

3
rd

 Northern Area FAI, Elvington, October 1962 

 

1
st
 Astral Trophy, April 1963, Area de-centralised 

3
rd

 2
nd

 Team Trials, RAF Barkston Heath, July 1963 (Night Train MkIII) 

6
th

  World Championships August 1963, Wiena-Neustadt, Austria (Night Train MkII, Cox 15  Special) 

1
st
 ½ A South Coast Gala, Chobham Common 1963 

1
st
 Open Power Hornchurch Rally, Chobham Common 1963 

1
st
 St Albans Rally, Chobham Common 1963 

1
st
 Frog Senior Cup, September 1963, Area de-centralised (Ramrod 750) 

1
st
 Northern Area FAI, RAF Elvington, October 1963 

1
st
 1/2A Surbiton Gala, Chobham Common October 1963 

 

1
st
 N.W. Area Easter Meeting, RAF Tern Hill 1964 

2
nd

 Thurston Cup (Open Glider) Nationals May 1964, RAF Barkston Heath 

1
st
 East Anglian Area Gala, RAF Molesworth June 1964 (Open Train) 

3
rd

 Open International, Wels, Austria 1964 

1
st
 1/2A South Midland Rally, Cranfield, September 1964 

5
th

 2
nd

 Team Trials September 1964, RAF Hemswell (Night Train MkIV, Super Tigre G15) 

6
th

 World Championhips July 1965, Kauhava, Finland (Night Train MkIV and MkVI, S.T.G15) 

1
st
 Northern Area FAI Gala, October 1965, RAF Topcliffe 

 

8
th

 Sir John Shelley Trophy, Nationals May 1966, RAF Hullavington 
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5
th

 Open International April 1967, Alpine Cup, Zell-am-See, Austria 

3
rd

 2
nd

 Team Trials, RAF Odiham, May 1967 (Night Train MkIV and MkVI, S.T.G15) 

2
nd

 World Championships November 1967, Sazena, Czechoslovakia (Night Train MkVII, Super Tigre 

G15) 

8
th

 Team Trials October 1968, RAF Barkston Heath (piped ST G15) 

2
nd

 U.S National Championships July 1969, Philadelphia, (Night Train of Lee Cleveland) 
 

 

 

Super Tigre G.20 Diesel from Aero Modeller July 1961 

 

The Italian Super Tigre 0.20 is another of those rare types of diesel in 

employing loop scavenging which, provided all the difficu1ties in gas 

flow can be sorted out, produces a high speed unit peaking happily at 

r.p.m. figures normally associated with glow motors. 

The Italians, being very clever engineers, have found the answers as 

our test figures show—a peak figure of .322 B.H.P. achieved at 15,000 

r.p.m., which would possibly show even higher with further running 

time. Furthermore they have got a satisfactory gas flow from the 

transfer into the head without resort to deflectors or stepped pistons by 

merely relying on clever shaping of the transfer parts—although what 

this involves in the way of production costs we hesitate to think. The 

G.20 is a neat, compact and relatively light 2.5 

c.c. motor—and really beautifully made throughout. 

Its handling characteristics are generally good, without being 

exceptionally easy, although some familiarity with technique is needed for quick starting when hot, 

particularly on the smaller diameters of propellers. It is also less easy to Start on light propellers than plastic 

ones. 

Starting is most readily initiated by a prime through the exhaust, although cold starting can be 

accomplished-after finger choking. When hot, a prime is virtually essential to ensure first flick restarting. 

This should fit in with normal team race practice, utilising pressure filling of the tank when a suitable charge 

should be forced into the crankcase ready for restarting. If the first flip fails, however, we could see the 

mechanic having a little difficulty and reaching for the priming bottle. 

As supplied, the G.20 was fitted with a wide mouth venture, presumably corresponding to the “speed” 

venturi. A venturi with more restricted throat area would undoubtedly improve starting characteristics, at 

some expense in performance at the upper end. The main “venturi effect” however, is probably produced 

by the relatively large diameter spray bar which blocks off roughly one half of the intake area. 

For pressure feed, which would seem a logical choice with this engine used for racing purposes, two tapping 

points are provided on the crankcase casting. A small slug shaped cast in under the centre of the main 

bearing provides a point for drilling a port to open up a source of pumping pressure; and a large central core 

in the backplate casting provides an alternative point to drill and tap for a continuous pressure line. 

The intricate crankcase unit is a first class pressure die casting incorporating a cast-in transfer passage, 

finned lower cylinder housing, stub exhaust, large diameter intake tube and ball race housings. Quite an 

amount of machining is done on the casting. The tops of the transfer passage are enlarged in area by 

deepening and widening in a lobe shape; the bore for the liner and the interior of the crankcase are 

machined, bearing housings machined; and back and top faces machined, as well as the underside of the 

mounting lugs. 

The cylinder liner is a substantial unit .709 in. overall diameter with a bore of .591 in., giving a wall 

thickness of nearly 1/16 in. The flange at the top of the liner is even thicker—.786 in. overall diameter and 

just over 3/16 in. deep. This seats on top of the crankcase unit when assembled. The liner is hardened and 

finished by grinding inside and out. 
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The most interesting feature of the liner is undoubtedly the transfer 

porting. There are two ports of parallellogram shape cut through the 

thick wall at a sharply upward inclined angle. This shaping and 

angling has obviously been arrived at as giving the required 

deflection of the gases from the transfer passage into the cylinder 

head when the ports are opened by the flat topped piston. The point 

where the transfer actually starts to open is almost level with the top 

of the exhaust port, with the top edge of the piston providing a certain 

deflector action to ensure that the induced flow is primarily upwards 

rather than across the cylinder. It is one of those solutions which can 

only be worked out by trial and error—and quite obviously it works. 

The piston is of cast iron of perfectly conventional pattern, except for 

some contouring on the skirt. Wall 

thickness is increased to approximately 1/16 in. just below the 

gudgeon pin. The latter is hollow, .177 in. 

diameter and fitted with brass and pads (virtually small brass eyelets pressed in position). The connecting 

rod is elaborately machined from solid durai=l with plain big and little end bearings. Two small oil feed 

holes are drilled in the big end. This unit again is an example of the trouble taken with the manufacture of 

the G.20 involving a considerable number of different operations where the average manufacturer would be 

tempted to get by with one or two.  

The crankshaft is of hardened steel, ground all over between 

centres. Main diameter is .3935 in. (10 mm.), 

spetting down abruptly just behind the front bearing to .196 in. 

diameter and tapped at the front end with a 

5 mm. metric thread. The rectangular intake part is nearly 1/2 

in. long and 5/16 in. wide giving a substantial 

opening both in timing and area. The crank web is very nicely 

profiled for balance, which again seems to have called for the 

use of a special milling cutter. Although excellently made, we 

regard the shaft as weak due to the abrupt change of section 

immediately behind the front bearing and the small diameter 

propeller shaft end. This, in fact, is about the only criticism we could offer on the design.  

The shaft is carried in two Imi (Italian) ball races— a 10 mm. race at the rear and a 5 mm. race at the front. 

The intervening length of bearing is filled with a bronze bush, slightly overside in bore so as to clear the 

shaft. The only purpose of this insert appears to be to present a rectangular port opening (Cut in the wall of 

the bush) to match the shaft port shape. Actually, only the front of the port in the bush is squared. The shaft 

is a relatively loose fit in the races, needing only light finger pressure to remove, but the races themselves 

appear to have very little diametrical clearance so that there is no “slop” on the assembled shaft. The races 

might even be a little on the tight side when running at operational temperatures. 

The remainder of the G.20 is quite conventional. The cylinder head is a dural turning, deeply recessed to 

fit over the liner flange, and secured with four screws passing down into the crankcase unit. A neat stamping 

is fitted as a tommy bar lock on the compression screw and proved much easier to grasp, or flick out of the 

way, than a plain lever. We found no evidence of the contra piston trying to work loose without the locking 

device, in fact it was on the right side to adjust although not so tight that it would not blow back when the 

screw was slackened. 

The workmanship and general care given to the evolution of the design is impressive, but no more 

impressive than the performance which puts the G.20 right in the top class for 2.5 c.c. contest work. It 

should be a good choice for both free flight and control line and in the right bands could amass a 

considerable contest record. 

Specification 

Displacement: 2.982 c.c. (.1514 Cu- m.) 
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Bore: .591 in, (15mm.) 

Stroke: .552 in. 

Bore/stroke ratio: 1.07     Bare weight: 6 ounces 

Power output: .322 BHP. at 15.000 r.p.m. 

Max. torque: 27.7 ounce-inches at 8.500 r.p.m. 

Power ratIng: .13 B.H.P. per cc 

Power to weigh ratio: .059 BHP. Per ounce 

 

Material specification 

Crankcase: light alloy pressure die casting     Cylinder liner: 

hardened steel   Contra piston: cast iron 

Piston: cast Iron      Connecting rod: machined from dural      

Crankshaft: hardened steel, 5 mm. metric propeller shaft thread      

Propeller driver: turned dural mounted on collet 

Main bearings: one 10 m.m. ball race (rear) one 5 mm. ball race (front) 

Cylinder head: turned dural     Back cover: light alloy die casting       

Spraybar: brass—threaded steel needle screwing this Internally tapped tube with external friction lock. 

Manufacturers: 

Micromeccanics,  Saturno. Bologna. 

Retail Price: (in Italy) L8.900. Teat engine purchased ex-stock H.J. Nicholls, Ltd. £5 18s 1d Including 

Purchasc Tax. 

 

Propellers-RPM figures 

Dia x pitch                 r.p.m. 

9x6Frognylon    11.000 

8x4 Frog nylon   13.800 

10x3/ 12x Top Flite nylon  10,3000 

11 x4Top Flight nylon  8.400 

9x4 Top Flite nylon   12,000 

8x6 Top Flite nylon   12,000 

8 x 4 K-K nylon   14,000 

8x6 K-K nylon   11,700 

9x4 Trucut    11,500 

8 x 4 Trucut    14,800 

7x9Trucut    11,400 

7x6Trucut    14,000 

9x4 Semo nylon   11,300 

9 x 6 Semo nylon   10,200 
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Estrellita A 30 inch low-wing that will bring back fond memories for pre-war fliers, and makes a fine 

sport model for small field flying... By George Woolls From Aero Modeller January 1956 

 

This little low wing, was developed in an attempt to get regular “fun flying” without too much cross country 

chasing. The comparatively low power, (half an ounce of rubber for an overall weight of two and a half 

ounces, and very modest by present day standards,) is however, sufficient to provide realistic take offs, fast 

climb, and regular flights of around the minute mark. Landings are a pleasure as they are “wheely ones” 

with the model remaining right side up—given of course a reasonable surface. 

The youngsters who have never flown a low wing have a treat in store, while to our contempories, we say, 

“Why not revive memories of the old ‘Kinglet’, or ‘Kingfisher’?” 

Use best quality medium balsa, golden white with straight grain 

throughout. 

Cut the rib template from 1/16 in. ply or thin metal, leaving out the 

slots for spars. Using this one template all wing ribs may be 

produced, by cutting to length from the back and producing a new 

straight undersurface. Positions of spars can be marked off from the 

plan. As Leading and Trailing edges are laid flat on the plan no 

difficulty should be encountered in wing assembly. The tail ribs are 

produced in the same way as those for main plane using another 

template. Cut the fin from 1/16 in. sheet, and an anti-warp 

insert fitted as shown. The short lengths of soft wire cemented into 

slots enable the rear edge of the fin to be bent as required to produce 

flight turn. Stick scraps of gummed paper strip over the bottom edge 

to make a firm fit in the tailplane. This does away with the need for 

cementing, and so saves space in your model box. 

Cut the two fuselage sides from 1/16 in. sheet, using the wing rib 

template for the wing mounting cut-out. Pin them together and lightly sand paper their edges to ensure their 

exact similarity. Cement on the longerons, spacers, wing mount reinforcement etc., making certain that you 

produce right and left hand sides. Cut out formers F.3 and F.5 and reinforce with  1/8in. X  1/16in. as shown. 

Cement sides to formers and when dry draw the tail ends together. Cement on nose former, and then add 

remaining formers, cross spacers, stringers etc. Build up the undercarriage box from plywood and paper as 

shown. Bind with cotton well cemented in place, and assemble into fuselage. The undercarriage is pretty 

straightforward, just make sure that you make right and left hand units. Celluloid wheels can be used if 

desired. 

The propeller blades are formed from four laminations of  1/16in. sheet, cemented together and left to dry 

bound to a twisted form. The blade is removed, the fifth lamination added to the back, and sanded to final 

Section, plugged into the paper tube hub, 

set to correct pitch angle, and pinned. The 

hub is plugged with hardwood at the 

centre, bushed to receive the 16 s.w.g. tube 

which forms a shoulder and thrust bearing 

on the 16 s.w.g, wire shaft. Check that the 

hub can slide fore and aft sufficiently to 

permit the wire “driver” bound to the hub, 

to clear the torque bar on the shaft, thus 

ensuring freewheeling. 

Cover with lightweight tissue, water spray, 

and dope with thinned clear dope to which 

a few drops of castor oil has been added. 

Pin down wings and tail while drying. 
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From Peter Lambert, Tasmania 
 

Those active in modelling during the late 40's and early 50's might recall or even have built the Frog Vanda, 

a 40 inch (1200mm) wing span  free flight glider 

The kit which first appeared in 1947, selling for 9 shillings and 6 pence set a new benchmark in that all parts 

were die cut and tissue and dope (orange) were included. 

The model when completed flew extremely well both off the tow line or hand launched from a convenient 

hill.  That in my case was Parliament Hill adjoining Hampstead Heath, London.  It outflew many other  

kitted gliders available at that time,  none of which offered pre- cut parts which with the Vanda, simplified 

accurate construction for the ham fisted   (as in my case)  especially when building aids were often limited to 

a razor blade, a few pins and some sandpaper.  

My latest version which has been enlarged to 2.5 metres span   has all the stable flying characteristics of the 

original .  A few cosmetic changes include an open cockpit, pilot  and decor similar to that used on the full 

size Slingsby  gliders used by the Air Training Corps during 1940 - 50's period and which I  often saw flying 

from Hendon aerodrome, just outside London. .  For flat field flying, an electric motor (outrunner)  has been 

fitted which  turning an 11x 7 folding prop powered by a  3 cell 2200 M/Ah Lipo pack gives more than 

sufficient power for several brisk climbs to altitude. A simple to build Eppler 205 wing section ensures that 

the glide is  both flat and stable requiring minimal input from the rudder and elevator controls showing that 

it has lost none of the  excellent  characteristics which made original design  so successful. 

A number of these post war glider designs (Keil Kraft and Veron etc ) are available on line  and the  40 inch 

free flight Vanda plan is still available from Airborne magazine (Australia).  Nowadays it is a simple matter 

to enlarge the original plans to any desired size and like so many vintage models, most have that inbuilt 

stability which ensures relaxing and trouble free performance, unlike some of the modern sleek designs 

which require control inputs every inch of the way. 
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A superb one-eighth scale free-flight model by F. Palmer of the W.W.l. fighter  

Pfalz D III from Aero Modeller December 1960 
 

This 1/8 scale Pfalz DIII has been developed as a pendulum controlled model with full safety features 

including sprung landing gear, knock-off wings, fully planked fuselage, spruce, balsa and silk construction. 

Sleek lines, curvaceous fuselage, flat upper plane, and colourful appearance, make it a worthy addition to 

any modeller’s collection. It matches the Nieuport 17 (A.P.S. FSP / 1285), Sopwith Pup (A.P.S. FSP / 305), 

SPAD S-7c1 (A.P.S. FSP /373), Sopwith 

Camel (A.P.S. FSP/441), FOKKER DRI 

(A.P.S. FSP/453), Sopwith Swallow (A.P.S. 

FSP / 625) and ALBATROS DV (A.P.S. 

FSP/646) already in our popular range of 

WW1 types for free flight to the same 11/2 

in. represents 1 ft. scale. 

The Pfalz is extremely stable, robust, and a 

delight to fly. Craftmanship, the use of 

Bondfast PVA and Pliobond and nylon for 

binding fittings etc., help in no small way to 

provide these qualities. Take time in 

construction and complete each operation 

carefully. The results are well worth it. 

Construct the upper wings in the normal manner, being careful to build in 3 degrees washout in each tip. 

Carve soft balsa centre section trailing edge block to shape, and cover the remainder of centre section top 

and bottom with 1/16 in. sheet balsa. Securely bind all hooks and fittings. Cover, dope and add details. 

Take care over the installation of the lower wing boxes. These should be a secure slip fit over the tongues. 

Add hooks and fittings, and finish in the same manner as the upper wing. Fuselage construction begins by 

sewing the wire hook to CS3, joining CS2 and CS3 to CSI, and leaving to dry overnight. Assemble fuselage 

sides with formers and crosspieces to form basic frame. 

Add sternpost and stern rudder tube. Install motor mounts and dowel u/c stop. Sew cabane struts to frame, 

but DO NOT FAIR WITH PLYWOOD YET. Next fit the u/c, and brass tube to take flying wire band. 

Install pendulum and actuating rod to swing freely, add all remaining formers, ply motor walls and fuselage 

facing strips. Cover with 3/32 in. sheet balsa moulded to shape by softening with dope. Add soft block in 

front of former F2 and sand to shape. Sew or Araldite metal motor facing to nose block, add dowel keys and 

replace in position. Complete tailskid assembly and upper tail block, cover inside of dummy motor with 

tinfoil, Pliobond to wood and varnish well. Complete engine installation with metal flanges fitted to engine. 

Build the tailplane in the 

normal manner, sheeting 

the centre section and 

cutting the openings for 

the pendulum arm and 

stern post. Sew and bind 

all hooks (again, with 

nylon), cover with silk 

and clear dope to 

shrink. Pay particular 

attention to strength when building the fin and rudder. Bind all tubes and hinges, and ensure the rudder 

moves freely when marrying the two assembly components. Cover with silk and dope. Fit the whole to the 

top Stern block, ensuring that the fin adjusting bolt is correctly located, and functions satisfactorily. 

Rig the model as in the plan sketch with nylon fishline, using dress hooks for fixing and rubber bands for 

tension. 

Balance to position shown on the plan and, glide test to obtain note down glide trim, with slight left turn. 

Flight pattern is left hand turn on both power and glide, being superbly realistic. 
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For a short while now I’ve been thinking about 2014 and how probably every club will be holding some 

form of event commemorating the start of 1914- 18 and I should get around to making a model so I can join 

in.   I may well build a simple free flight model and have a SE5a in mind but on opening the December 1960  

Aero Modeller well of course there are quite a few good plans for that period.  I suspect I will build one of 

them but it will be converted to RC and possibly electric powered.  The Pfalz DIII would be a lovely looking 

model and a bit different.  JP 

 

 

David Kinsella’s Column 
 

Alan Amazes Again 

As if waiting for Roland Beamont to climb aboard, what we have here is yet another magnificent model 

from Alan Walker. A Hawker Tempest in sixth—scale, span is 82m, weight 22lbs, a Moki 180 (30cc) giving 

true fighter performance when displayed. Super-detailed of course, this answer to the FW 190 sports custom 

made retracts and spinner. Ace Beamont, who went on to test 

the TSR2, told me that it was advisable to don the face mask as 

soon as the mighty H24 exploded into live (exhaust fumes) and 

apply generous rudder as you angled along on take—off. In the 

same letter he kindly sketched his Squadron badge for me. Early 

Typhoon tails were known to snap off and sleeve-valve Napiers 

slew or seize until mods and servicing cured the problem. 

Standing by them at Hendon, you appreciate what mighty 

beasties they were. Alan, of course, edited SAM 35 Speaks for 

several years. 

 

From Acorns 

I was in Motor Books the other day (02078365376) and saw a little booklet on building sports cars. Home 

produced and of the late 1950s, running to a second edition, written by enthusiast John Haynes, it described 

in detail how £300 could give you a snappy two seater from an old Austin. 7 (just as easy to use an 1172 

Ford as an alternative). Sports cars were around – MG Twin Cams, TR2s, Healeys and Morgans - but there 

was a hefty price difference when compared with John’s inventive approach. Shorn of much weight when 

old steel bodywork was discarded, braking, top speed and acceleration sparkled when a light alloy body was 

bolted on. These days, of course, Haynes Publishing has expanded into aviation, history, ships, modelling, 

Space travel, DIY, bikes, even army tanks and health. As they say, there’s a Haynes for it! Coast to coast in 

the USA, hundreds of cars form the magnificent museum at Sparkford, Somerset (01963 442030), and the 

famous Haynes Workshop Manuals continue to be read by millions around the world. And these days tidy 

750 and 1172 Specials fetch thousands. John supported VTR 2000 with many books. 

 

Beautiful 

David E Smith’s model of Krizsm’s 1962 World Champs winner 

(super Tigre G20/15) is a credit to the original designer and 

David’s magnificent execution. Speed models have always 

interested me, from Gordon Yeldham’s in highly polished black 

(McCoy 60) to the American Frye devices (TWA, Super Tigre, 

Rossi influences, bob-weights too) which were good for 195mph 

in the 1960s and inspired Ron Moulton to write at length about 

them when Jack Frye turned up with a large box Terry McDonald 

has a selection of Vintage plans should you wish to join Dick 

Roberts and chums who fly Speed from the golden age. 

 

Engine Man 

One of many Brits hauled to California by the promise of serious action in the movies, Reginald Denny (R L 

Daymore 1891-1967) appeared in a Batman flick as late as 1966. He was Frank Crawley in Rebecca (1940) 
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and worked with duo Abbott and Costello and other stars from 1920. Stiff upper lip retained, he delved 

deeply into aeromodelling (February Speaks, page 13). Some of us have his engines. Like Olivier, Donat 

(who left Manchester with £5), Sir C Aubrey Smith and several more, Denny sported a tash with distinction. 

Well done, the blue-eyed boxer from Richmond, Surrey. 

 

Vale Ken 

The great ModelZone shop (once Beatties, earlier Bassett Lowke) has shut, manager Ken and his team gone 

from Holborn. A model shop there for at least eighty years, several were modellers, one building the Bentley 

described in S&T No 75. A big loss for the UK modelling industry. 

 

Top Talbot 

In April H&H offered this 1936 Talbot Aero Special. Of classic 

ash, alloy and steel construction, a straight six of 3-litres bolted to 

a pre—selector Wilson box lets the blue and silver sportster 

handle the motorways with ease. First sold to an aviation company 

near Manchester, huge drum brakes and triple SUs, heroic 

headlamps too, match those wire wheels carrying racing Dunlops. 

In short, she’s ideal for that Mr Toad experience. 

 

Phantom Mite  

Like Bondi’s breakers along the sand, nostalgia rolled in on reading Brian Lever on Keil Kraft’s little 

wonder. Many built one, a Bee or Mills taking her round, blue smoke trailing. Already plans are afoot for a 

Phantom Mite celebration in 2014. Watch this space. 

 

Dai The Engine 

Steam railway operations around the country owe much to Dai Woodham- and chance. Boosted by the 

mining activities of the Marquess of Bute, who soon became vastly rich, Dai’s Barry area of Wales 

developed a port and acres of sidings. BR’s hasty flight from steam traction meant that 16,100 locos and 

500,000 clattering goods trucks had to be ‘processed’. At the time there were 100 interested scrapyards, 

Cashmore’s cutting up 840 engines, Dai Woodham’s a mere 84. With storage space, Dai went for the trucks 

(many highly decorated with trade names) and left his engines until later, guests at nearby Butlins (1966-

1996) taking in the lines of salt-rusted hulks that lingered for years. But things were happening far away, 

famous Bluebell starting up in 1960, Didcot in 1967. One day Dai Woodham MBE BEM (1919—1994) 

was asked to sell one of his engines for preservation! That?! Well, after a BR delay, the process started 

(wives appearing to limit aspirations!) and fine engines such as Duke of Gloucester (S&T No7) changing 

hands for £5000 and much less. Long, tough and expensive, I sampled restoration when tending a cylinder 

of No 6024 King Edward I. With a direct link from London, lines such as the Mid-Hants, Bluebell and 

Didcot are well worth a visit. 

 

Water Everywhere 

The famous Dams Raid by 617 Squadron happened seventy years 

ago. A number of pictures and books mark the event, Haynes 

Publishing with an in-deep book on the bomb and the bombers. Lots 

of photos, plans and detail for £20. The fine movie with Richard 

Todd at the helm is readily available. The books by 

Brickhill and Gibson VC DSO DFC are easily found. Airfix and 

Corgi models too 

 

Rare Silver Arrow 

An ex Fangio W196 Grand Prix car will be on the block at Goodwood, a tabloid guessing at £5 million. 

Come on! D-Type Jaguars are £3 million, and with the German car the only one of its type outside a 

museum or the Daimler-Benz HQ at Unterturkheim, I’m guessing at £15 million or more. Winning first time 
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out in 1954 with another W196 second, DB set the standard until retirement in 1955. Will we see £20 

million?  Their road racer 300 SlRs are insured for £30 million, each. 

 

Folland’s Finest 

Although Captain. W E Johns insisted that the Camels Are Coming (1932) and that his star pilot Biggles 

sometimes flew one, research for an article confirms that fifty 

kits were produced for the Folland SE5a, flying, and static. No 

doubt the best kits for flying purposes were those from Duncan 

Hutson (1990, quarter-scale, some prefabrication) and the 

earlier Dave Platt Top Flite kit (sixth-scale) built for review by 

Mick Charles in 1969. As to statics, way out there in size (and 

price) was Hasegawa’s magnum opus in wood, plastic and 

metal (eigth-scale, 1981) and built by SAM giant and jazz 

drummer Noel Barker and presented to Brooklands. Then 

there’s a good crop of plans (Terry McDonald supplied mine). 

Hard to beat are works by J M Bruce (Windsock and Profile 

Publications, 1993 and Profile No I at 2-shillings c 1968). Repros excluded, there’s nine proper SE5a 

fighters extant, five in the UK. True, P E Norman got the Camel going, but for easier flights I think the 

mount of McCudden and aces numerous wins hands down. Wedded to big models and tight  drum skins, 

Noel Barker operated live steam models in Gauge One Aster. 

 

Trafalgar Star 

And the ultimate kit for boaters must be the static of HMS Victory. Offered in 2000 by JoTIKa for some 

£650, the jumbo of Horatio’s boat measured almost 3 1/2ft overall. A trunk of wood, brass, copper, plastic 

and rigging materials demanded skill and info, none better than Keith Julier to lead the way in Model Boats 

in 2004 and 2006, twenty-two pages in all. 

 

Reminder from Tony Tomlin. 
 

The NBRMAC event for vintage models will be taking place on July 7th at their Landmead flying site. 

There will also be a competition for Tomboy 3s and Tomboy Seniors. The site is situated nr. Abingdon on 

the A338 North of Wantage. Tom Tom coordinates.  N51degrees 38'56.44  W1degree 22'54.57  Event 

contact: Dave Franks 07402080180 email: dave_franks@hotmail .com 

Tomboy contact: Tony Tomlin 02086413505  email:pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com 

 

 

INDOOR FLYING - Free flight only 

 

ALLENDALE CENTRE, HANHAM RD. WIMBORNE 

BH21 1AS 

 

7pm to 10pm 

 

 

24TH   SEPTEMBER 2013              FREE CAR PARKING IN PUBLIC CAR PARK IN ALLENDALE RD 

22ND  OCTOBER 2013 

26TH NOVEMBER 2013                                       COMPETITIONS incl GYMINNIE CRICKET LEAGUE  

28TH JANUARY 2014 

25TH FEBRUARY 2014                                                 ALL FLYERS MUST HAVE BMFA INSURANCE 

25TH MARCH 2014                                                             FLITEHOOK NORMALLY IN ATTENDANCE 

 

Adult Flyers £4   Accompanied Juniors & Spectators £1.50   CONTACTS:JOHN TAYLOR TEL.No 01202 

511502                     ROY TILLER e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com 
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FREE FLIGHT MODELS 

 
Nomad - Perfect for the Cox Sure Start 

 

 
                            Zoomer                                                  'Ebenezer' Great Lakes Biplane 

RADIO MODELS 

 

           
                                Centurion                                                                                Pippin 
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Dens Model Supplies, 3 V & A Cottages, Beatrice Avenue, East Cowes, Isle of Wight, PO32 6LN 

 

 

SOUTHERN AREA BMFA SPRING GALA 
RAF ODIHAM 

2l July 2013 

 
 This event is possibly the longest continuous free flight event at the same venue in the UK , this 

being the 65th year. We do not wish to discontinue this long tradition, and it may be difficult to get it 

back if we failed to use it for one year. However if we can’t cover the costs this year, next year may 

not be a possibility.  

 I would be grateful if you would act now, and return your registration to allow me to calculate well 

in advance of how to cover the costs incurred. 

 

Sports flying for glider, rubber & small power models. 

 

Competitions 

 

A) Vintage Wakefield (4 & 8 oz combined). 

B) Vint lightweight Rubber. 

C) Tailless. 

D) Vint & Classic Glider Combined. 

E) Vint HLG (hand & catapult launch cõmbined). 

F) CdH. 

G) Al glider. 

H) E36 

 

A DT fly off may be used dependant on conditions 

 

Events A, B D, H:   SAM35/SAM1O66 rules. 

Event C, E, F & G:   BMFA rules. 

Event A:    SAM Wakefield Leagues. 

 

Please note: 

 All those flying model aircraft or operating associated equipment on this site you must be a current 

member of the BM FA.  
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 Model flying may be interrupted during the day by aircraft movements. When the red runway lights 

are showing no one may cross the runway.  

 The only entry and exit is via the airfield main gate. No other airfield boundary is to crossed either 

on foot or by motorised transport.  

 Pre-registration is necessary for this event and must be received by Sunday the 7
th

 of July.  

 AIl registrations are subject to approval by the RAF authorities.  

 We will have access to the toilets. 

 

To register please send: 

 Your vehicle registration number, the vehide occupants names, addresses together with their BMFA 

numbers (if applicable) and the non-returnable registration fee of £9 per flyer (sport or contest) with 

a self addressed and stamped envelope. (Please make cheques payable to Southern Area BMFA*). 

Please include email and telephone number to enable us to contact you in the event of last minute 

changes or cancellation. 

 

*NOTE: In the event that the event is cancelled all proceeds less incurred expenses will 

be donated to the RAF benevolent fund. 

To: 

John D Thompson. Beechmede, Meadow Lane, Hartley Wintney, Hants, RG27 8RF. 

Tel: 01252 842471 Email:  johnd.thompson@btintemet.com 

 

 

 Could all those who received trophies last year please brIng them along on the day (hopefully 

Inscribed with their names), or make alternative arrangements for their return in time for the 

event. (Please note that we have no administrative mechanism for reimbursement of the costs 

incurred).  

 Full details including the entry registration number will be sent to registrants prior to the event 

 

NOTE: The CD reserves the right to amend the above should circumstances on the day warrant it. 

 

mailto:johnd.thompson@btintemet.com
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The following is modern control line so not strictly S&T but of interest sent in by John Benzing 

unfortunately I couldn’t keep the exact layout etc due to size of file. 
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Not S&T 
 

From Ted Tomlin 
 

I thought I might send a few pics with a bit of interest , first I thought I might bore you with a few of my big 

boys toys that I have rebuilt in the last few years, all obtained in poor condition and rebuilt for use as 

practical classics. You might pick out a 1958 LE Velocette fully rebuilt apart from the paintwork, now living 

in Fleet in Hampshire, a 1975 Honda PF50 overhauled and now living in South London. Next a pair of MZ 

machines a 1975 150cc models150 and a 250cc type ts250 made in 1981 both required a long long time to 

overhaul the 250 looked like it had been parked in a river needing every bearing replacing. The other bikes 

are my Two BMW Tourers a 1988 rt80 800cc and a rare 1983 r65 650cc both overhauled the 650 was ridden 

back from Ringwood to Teignmouth with collapsed rear wheel bearings and one working brake and an 

engine that kept racing when it wanted to, Such Fun .  
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